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www.oriel-lighting.com.au | quality lighting at affordable prices

Pano 6
SKU:OL56096BK

The PANO 6 light pendant uses replacable GU10 globes making maintenance easy.
The spot-heads on the PANO are fully adjustable, allowing direction both up and down.
The front of the spot-head is removeable for easier globe replacment. The stainless wire
suspension is adjustable in length at installation, from approximately 50cmm down to
the full suspension length of 150cm. PANO is supplied without globes, allowing the end
user to select the most appropriate light source for their application. Ideal choice for a
dining table or servery.

Description
The PANO 6 light pendant uses replacable GU10 globes making maintenance easy.
The spot-heads on the PANO are fully adjustable, allowing direction both up and down.
The front of the spot-head is removeable for easier globe replacment. The stainless wire
suspension is adjustable in length at installation, from approximately 50cmm down to
the full suspension length of 150cm. PANO is supplied without globes, allowing the end
user to select the most appropriate light source for their application. Ideal choice for a
dining table or servery.

Additional information

Brand URBAN ARCHITECTURAL

Colour BLACK

Bulb Qty 6

Bulb Type GU10

Wattage 35w

Bulb Included NO

Recommended Globe A-LED-970654055

Voltage 240V

Overall Height 150

Overall Width 84

Overall Depth 84

Fitting Canopy 150

Fitting Diameter 840

Fitting Suspension 1500

Fitting Material Steel

Supplier Code OL56096BK

UPI 9324879219976

Warranty / Guarantee 1 Year Replacement Guarantee

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY
lights) should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed
Terms and Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject
to change. 
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